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Abstract. During the last years, International Organizations for Standardization
have been developing many quality management tools which are being imple-
mented by several types of organizations. These tools are especially being imple-
mented to manage disasters and reduce activity disruptions’ consequences. How-
ever, monitoring the performance of the organizational norm requires developing
metrics and assessment tools that can be used easily and on a daily basis to make
organizations more resilient to crisis situations. The management tool that this
research work considers is the “Business Continuity Plan” known as BCP. One
way to assess this type of plan is to define, design then test quantifying and
qualifying keys to measure its robustness.

Keywords: Business Continuity Management · Sociological factors ·
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1 Introduction

The pandemic of COVID 19 along with the decisions that followed its arrival according 
to the World Economic Situation Report (WESR) 2021 [1, 2] is a such an important crisis 
during the last century. The aim of protecting employment and productivity emphasizes 
the role of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a guarantee and impetus for the 
resilience of countries, businesses and communities. To develop their capacity for future 
crises, public authorities in many countries have sought to act in the face of the danger 
posed by the COVID crisis, taking measures to prevent them, to detect the threats, and 
then try to deal with them. In this research work, the robustness of the Business Continuity 
Management (BCM) is our main interest. In fact, a BCM is the “holistic management 
process that identifies potential threats to an organization and the impact those threats,
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if realized, can cause on business operations, and provides a framework for building
organizational resilience with the capability of an effective response that safeguards the
interests of key interested parties, reputation, brand and value-creating activities”.While
a BCP is the “document containing the critical information that an organization requires
to continue value-creating operations during an unplanned event” [2, 3].

Whereas, robustness, explicitly links system dynamics with performance measure-
ments. Therefore, resilience concepts about the nature of persistence and transformation
in complex systems can be linked to performance measurements and used to make a
decision-making framework for sustainability operational. Robustness is probably the
clearest of these three concepts (robustness, resilience and sustainability), judging by
the consistency or accuracy of its use in the literature [4].

Hence, this research work aims at the following:

a. Define and explain: (i) the pillars of a BCP and (ii) the dependencies of a BCP’s
robustness (Sect. 3).

b. Propose a BCP robustness assessment grid based on (a), (Sect. 4).
c. Introduce a case study then define, design and test sociological indicators to assess

the robustness of the BCP (Sects. 4 and 5).

2 State of the Art: Setting the Scene and Literature Review

Business continuity (BC) is the organization’s ability to continue to deliver products or
provide services with a predefined level of acceptable capability following a disruption.
Business continuity management is the process of implementing and maintaining BC to
prevent loss and prepare for, mitigate, and manage disruptions [5].

In general, business continuity is unique to an organization. However, its implemen-
tation can have implications that may extend to the wider community and other third
parties. An organization may have external organizations that it depends on and con-
versely other organizations that depend on it. Therefore, effective business continuity
contributes to a more resilient society [6]. A BCP must function in practice as well
as in theory. The goal for an organization should be to be able to address all issues
in a controlled and methodical manner without having to open the business continuity
guidelines, which should be understood and memorized [7].

Organizations might become overly dependent on the checklists given in existing
standards. A BCP is likely to be more helpful if it is utilized as a general support tool to
solve any type of crisis rather than only as a guide for a set of predetermined eventualities
(although some specific situations could have checklists prepared). These checklists for
predetermined circumstancesmust be developed during the business continuity planning
phase and kept up to date during the subsequent maintenance procedure. Managers
should learn how to think strategically in risky contexts, which is arguably as essential
as learning how to minimize risks or uncertainties [8].

To maintain these checklists for the BCP in particular, the pillars of such a plan
should be identified so that the aspects to measure could be determined and thus through
designed indicators their assessment could be possible. An example for this demon-
stration could be that in [9], instead of making use of safety audit type of techniques,
which are typically rather time-consuming, more attention was rather be paid on safety



indicators, and in particular those that measure the remote organizational factors. The
utilization of indicators will facilitate the demand for a ‘speedy’ evaluation and will also
provide quantitative statements of the states of the organizational factors. The indicator
values are based on registrations of observable variables carried out during a predefined
time period. These values must then be transformed to a “state” for each of the organi-
zational factors. Thus, we only rely on observations/registrations and not on interviews,
questionnaires, etc., which are much more time-consuming. However, this puts high
demands on the validity of the chosen indicators, both individually and in terms of the
total coverage.

Using the same logic in the case of this researchwork, the term “rating” or “qualify-
ing” the business continuity factors refers to determining the quality or “goodness”
of the factors. It is a measure of a particular factor’s "state." The weighting of organi-
zational elements indicates an evaluation of the robustness that these factors have
on the BCP, either directly or indirectly.

As stated in [6], a resilient society is tied up with robust business continuity. The
following section will thus cite and explain the “factors” or “pillars” that this work
considers for the BCP and its robustness. However, in the next sections the indicators
and the use of the evaluation tool are demonstrated based on the proposed evaluation
grid and the factors considered in its design, definition and calculation of the robustness
qualifying indicators.

3 Robustness Assessment Grid for BCPs

Through this section, the proposal of our robustness assessment grid is explained. In fact,
to design this grid two major factors were considered: (a) the pillars of a BCP; its most
important parts and configurations, and (b) the dependencies of a BCP’s robustness;
what does the robustness of these plans actually rely on.

3.1 The Pillars of BCP

Figure 1, below shows the main four pillars of a BCP that we are considering in this
research work and that are inspired from the ISO 22301:2019 [6]. These four pillars are
explained in details in the following paragraphs.

1. Commitment
The commitment, defined as the involvement of the resources, within one

organization regardless of its nature and role can be demonstrated by:

• Staff training: Guiding and supporting individuals to contribute to the effectiveness
of the BCMS (Business Continuity Management System), promoting continuous
improvement and assisting other relevant managers to demonstrate leadership and
commitment as it applies to their areas of responsibility.

• Informative meetings: ensuring that BCMS requirements are integrated into the
organization’s business processes, ensuring that the necessary resources for the
BCMS are available and communicating the importance of effective business
continuity and compliance with the BCMS requirements.



Fig. 1. BCP main pillars

• Staff awareness: guide the staff and raise their awareness of the subject of business
continuity.

2. Policy
A policy is an organization’s method of conduct or a principle of action and could

be basically established by:

• Certifications: including and certifying a commitment and know-how to meet
applicable requirements.

• Control of standards: Maintaining the certifications level and frequency and
providing a framework for setting business continuity objectives.

• Hierarchy and assigned responsibilities (department/team and manager): Defining
the responsibilities and authorities, and designing who has the responsibility and
authority to: (i) ensure that the BCMS complies with the requirements of this
document and (ii) report to the executive desk on the BCMS performance.

• Control of recurring or non-recurring disruptions: including a commitment to
continuous improvement of the SMCA and thus better managing the upcoming
disruptions. This also implies an estimation of the frequency of the danger (e.g.
absenteeism from work) and its potential damage.

3. Support
The business continuity support is the proactive business process that allows

identifying potential threats, vulnerabilities, andweaknesses within one organization,
and it can be verified and enhanced by the following measures:

• Documentation of a BCP: the organization’s BCMS shall include: (i) docu-
mented information required by the BCP and (ii) documented information that
the organization determines is necessary for the effectiveness of the BCMS.

• Integration of a BCP into the organization’s IS (Information System): the docu-
mented information required by the BCMS must be controlled to ensure that: (i)
it is integrated in the IS and available and fit for use, where and when needed,
(ii) it is adequately protected against loss of confidentiality, inappropriate use or
loss of integrity, and (iii) it is well-stored and preserved; including readability
preservation, version change control, and information retention and disposal.



4. Operation
The operation within an organization is the business’s day-to-day value-creating

organizational activities and it can be enhanced by:

• Fallback site: a default site can which is defined for the scenario of a major risk
that could cause an important disruption of the organization’s main activities.

• Use of telecommuting, subcontracting or mutual aid agreements: to have other
alternatives to work in the case of difficulties in the workplace under the existing
conditions.

• Acquisition of specific equipment on the day of the disaster: equipment needed
for fires, attacks, floods and other major risks.

3.2 Factors of the Robustness of BCPs

To start with defining the robustness dependencies and afterward indicators for a BCP, a
definition for the robustness itself should be adapted in this concept. Resilience should be
as well distinguished from the robustness to avoid any possible misconceptions. Overall,
the definitions of robustness and resilience are different in all domains, but we note that
they have strong similarities. For robustness, most research works speak of an ’initial
state’ and of the fact that robustness is qualified in relation to the disturbance that should
not modify it or its main functionalities. For resilience, the research works establish a
consensus on the capacity of the system to adapt to a disturbance until it returns to the
initial state of the system. This adaptation is often described in two phases: the reaction
to the disturbance and the response to a return to the initial state [10].

Vulnerability should be as well defined since it belongs to same context and can
impact the robustness and resilience of an organization. Vulnerability is typically
described as an underlying condition that is distinct from the risky events that may
cause the outcome [11]. Sometimes the literature is vague about what constitutes loss or
damage, and whether it matters to whom the losses or damages accrue. The literature on
disaster management divides vulnerability into two categories: (a) disaster prevention,
and (b) disaster response [12].

Thus, the definition that would be adapted in our case is the following: “Robustness
corresponds to the ability of the organization to survive and stay under control by the
emergence of neworganizational patterns, keeping itsmost important or “vital” activities
in continuity when a disruption of any given type occurs.” [13].

Therefore, three types of robustness are distinguished:

a. “Absolute” robustness: total invariance to disturbances.
b. “Tolerated” robustness: variance within a robustness zone.
c. “Mastered” or “controlled” robustness: "Mastered" secondary functions are derived

from the main invariant function [14].

The second type of robustness is where this researchwork is situated as the indicators
designed within this paper measure the organization’s capacity to deal with a “tolerated”
disturbance and maintain its most important activities accordingly.



Through the interpretation of the ISO 22313:2020 [5], and as shown by Fig. 2. Below,
the robustness of a BCP could be impacted by:

a. Physical layout of the organization: the organization’s premises; its various offices,
production units, administrative offices, storage facilities, etc.

b. Customers and staff satisfaction: the impact of the organization’s services on
satisfying the customers’ and/or staff’s needs and meeting their expectations.

c. Internal management of the staff and skilled workers: the management strategy
deployed, the communication to the staff, their evaluation, dispatching, conflict
resolution, etc.

Fig. 2. BCP’s robustness dependencies

3.3 The Proposed Evaluation Grid

Based on 2.1 and 2.2, a robustness assessment grid for business continuity plans has been
developed. This grid allows a freedom of twelve degrees in order to place sociological
indicators of robustness. It includes: (a) 3 repartition layers which represent the depen-
dencies of the robustness of a BCP and (b) 4 improvement axes which consist of BCP
main pillars: operation, policy, support and commitment. The Fig. 3. Below represents
namely the evaluation grid and its composition.



Fig. 3. The BCP robustness evaluation grid

4 Robustness Indicators Proposed from the Sociological Study
of the Case Study

To test this research work’s empirical proposal, a case study was considered. In the
following paragraphs, we will start by introducing the case study and how the used data
was collected. Afterwards, the calculation of the sociological robustness indicators will
be explainedwhichwewill lead us to their definition and representation. In the following
section, the classification of these indicators is detailed in order to justify the evaluation’s
grid usability and its interpretation in a real-life situation and a practical field.

4.1 Introduction to the Case Study

In fact, this implementation took place in a pediatricward of a publicmiddle-sized health-
care organization in a city with a population of around 50,000 people in the southwest
of France. During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, non-Covid-19 patients had
limited access to health care [15]. Thiswas the situation in France, particularly in our case
study. As a result, a sociological survey was constructed and addressed to the patients.
In the event of a pandemic (such as the COVID-19 pandemic), the hospital is compelled
to manage a “crisis inside a crisis.“ It must understand the reasons for hospital worker
and patient absences (renunciation of treatment). Individual and group human elements
must be included in the business continuity plan, including the reasons for absence as
well as collective mental representations of threat and risk (fear of being exposed to a



viral threat, panic, and panic caused by rumors). Sociological studies (surveys of patients
and workers) enable the profile of people who are most concerned to be recorded (age,
education level, distance to the hospital, kind of occupation, and so on). To get further
information about the pediatric ward’s situation, the patients’ survey was completed by
some investigations and observations conducted in the health services as an ethnologist
in the hospital as in [16] and some additional requested data from the HR department of
the staff to survey the development of absenteeism in the pediatric ward before, during,
and after the first lockdown in France due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.2 The Data Collection Approach

A bottom-up strategy was used to collect the used societal data which are the only
type of data considered in the design of the indicators mentioned by this paper. The
strategy to collect these data consists primarily of the following steps: (a) definition of
the sociological survey, (b) first confirmation with the concerned organization, survey
development (c), (d) discussion and modifications, (e) survey update, (f) CNIL (Com-
mission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés) declaration, (g) final organization
acceptance, and (h) investigation start.

The key issue explored by this study is the reasons why parents do not bring their
children to the hospital on time. As result, a telephone poll was conducted to interview
the children’s parents about the pediatric ward. This survey consists of around 44 items
and was completed by 673 parents of children being treated by this department.

As a result, the parents’ responses were recorded using LimeSurvey (a statistical
survey and polling program) and then analyzed. In fact, the current study intends to
extract certain essential data from the responses of the parents to the survey such as
information reflecting their professional stability, life balance, age, distance to hospital,
impression regarding the pediatric ward and so on. These essential figures are utilized
in the calculation of the sociological indicators of the robustness of the BCP.

4.3 The Crisis Type

In our case, the study of the pediatric ward during the COVID-19 pandemic, the crisis
the hospital is facing is actually an event-driven crisis and of a hyper-crisis form (see
Fig. 4 for definition). In fact, the hyper-crises can be mostly external as a pandemic or a
significant natural disaster such as the Icelandic volcano “Eyjafjallajökull” eruption in
2010 that lead to a cancellation of 95,000 flights and a US$1.7 billion loss for the airline
industry [17]. Major crises can be mostly external as well but with less “worldwide”
damage. As per the internal crises, they do basically happen within the firm and affect
only its activity and stakeholders. From another perspective based on the occurrence of
a crisis, crises can be either frequently occurrent on a daily-basis or related to a certain
event such as a storm or a flood [18]. Given this explanation, the crisis that we are dealing
with “the COVID-19” and that our case study “the pediatric ward” is facing is basically
of an (event-driven; hyper-crisis) nature.



Fig. 4. Types of crises [18]

4.4 Explanation of the Basis for Calculating the Indicators

To obtain a final designed and tested version of the sociological robustness indicators
regarding of the case study, several steps were followed:

a. Data clustering: It mainly consist of dividing the data into several categories, such
as during the first lockdown and the same period in 2019, absence due to pandemic
reasons and causes, socio-professional situation (level of education and nature of
work:manager, employee, etc.), economic situation (monthly income,work situation:
suspended, unemployed, etc.), professional situation during the first lockdown, and
the parental residence.

b. Relevant plots representation: After the sociological data was separated, the nec-
essary digitized responses were utilized to create certain essential graphs, such as
displaying the dispatching of appointments during the first lockdown and the parents’
refusal based on their employability status.

c. Key figures extractions: Some essential statistics were taken from multiple graphs
and processing and put in a “Societal Performance Indicators (SPI) dashboard” so that
these key figures may serve as the foundation of the β-version indicators calculation.

d. β-version indicators calculation: Some indicators were determined based on the
retrieved important figures as mentioned above. The planned ratios essentially mea-
sure the cancellation of appointments during the first lockout, the parents’ dropout
rates for their children’s appointments, the parents’ satisfaction with the pediatric
ward, and the rate of not attending appointments owing to COVID-19 dread. The
ratios are all between 0 and 1, These metrics measure basically: (i) patient satisfac-
tion, (ii) the frequency of interruptions (dropout rates, health effects, not attending
appointments, etc.), and (iii) their influence.

e. Final γ-version indicators calculation:Based on the previous steps and the β-version
indicators, the γ-version of the indicators was then designed and calculated. The
difference consists basically of: (i) the final version indicators qualify and quantify
accurately the pillars and factors explained in 3.1 and 3.2, (ii) the indicators assess
the robustness of the BCP regarding the societal facet including both patients and the



staff and are easily interpretable for the decision-making of preventive actions, and
(iii) these final indicators are perfectly matched with the proposed evaluation grid
given by 3.3 and are thus easily placeable and interpretable on the given grid.

4.5 Definition and Representation of the Indicators

Following the approach explained in 4.4, a final version was designed for the socio-
logical indicators of BCP robustness. This version measures both societal aspects that
are crucial for the robustness of these plans resulting from the behaviors and impres-
sions of patients as well as the staff. To this, different underlying assumptions could be
made. The crisis affects more strongly the less fortunate and less educated populations.
All epidemiological surveys point to the existence of structural social inequalities in
health: working-class people are always more affected by epidemics, as was the case
with COVID19, particularly in serious and fatal forms. These inequalities are reinforced
by the decrease in hospital credits. The fewer staff there are, the more important the
social capital of the patients is. As a matter of fact, the more the patient belongs to a
working-class environment, the less resources he or she has to get out of it on his or her
own if the hospital is failing. The hospital therefore plays an essential role in protecting
the most working-class environments [19]. Besides, in normal times the hospital staff
is insufficient and is often absent because the working conditions are difficult. During
the COVID-19 Crisis, the staff gets sick like everybody else, is exhausted because of
the high demand on them and is afraid for themselves and their families because they
are very exposed to illness and disease. While they are essential, they are potentially
missing from the organization.

Therefore, the designed indicators ultimately measure: (a) the relative attendance
of the staff (the attendance during the first lockdown period in France: 17/03/2020 to
11/05/2020, compared with the absence during the same period in 2019): the collec-
tive absence of the pediatric ward personnel was amplified by 6.25 between the first
lockdown period in France and the same time the previous year, (b) the capacity of the
pediatric ward, (c) the overall satisfaction rate of the patients’ parents, (d) the patient’s
fear regarding the sanitary situation, (e) the service occupancy and (f) the attendance of
the staff during the first lockdown period in France.

The Fig. 5, below illustrates these γ-version indicators, their definitions and formu-
las. It should be noted that TsppC, TipC, TrpcpC and TrppC are sociological robustness
indicators resulting from the beta-version of this dashboard and which measure accord-
ingly the pediatric service parents’ satisfaction rate during the first lockdown, the
health impact rate of children in the pediatric ward during the same period, the rate
of not attending appointments by fear of becoming infected with COVID-19 and
parent dropout rates for their children’s appointments during the first lockdown.

Once these indicators were calculated, we proceeded to calculate their values and to
visualize them in a dashboard. The representation of these ratios is given by the Fig. 6.
Below. To interpret these values and evaluate their influence on the robustness of the
BCP, we conducted a placement of these indicators in the robustness evaluation grid
explained in Sect. 1. In the following section, the classification of the indicators and
their signification is treated.



Fig. 5. The γ-version indicators calculation

Fig. 6. The γ-version indicators representation

The Task Slippage Coefficient One more exceptional ratio was designed according to
a key phenomenon in the sociology of organizations known as “Task Slippage”.

In fact, task “slippage” or “shifting” is the performance of acts that are not related
to the duties or rank of the performer [20, 21]. Task shifting therefore raises the issue
of accountability, which does not seem to be addressed in the day-to-day work. There
are several reasons for this: (a) cyclical reasons such as lack of personnel or an overload
of work that results mostly into “occasional” task slippage, (b) structural reasons since
the nursing profession is characteristically in the face of a staff shortage [20, 22] or (c)
reasons linked to the strategies of the actors; the caregivers do not have a positive feeling



about the tasks they perform and do not find recognition from their care partners by
doing “the dirty work” [22].

In our study, these are activities that fall under the purview of the nurse and are
carried out by the nursing assistant. Because nursing is a regulated profession, doing
nursing actions by a caretaker is considered unlawful nursing practice.

Accordingly, we proceeded to design the task slippage coefficient “Cgt” by analogy
to the slippage in the case of an asynchronous motor [23]. The formula given by Fig. 7
below explains the analogymade and the designed ratio to calculate the slippage in one’s
tasks during their daily job time. Our proposal consists then of dividing the number of
tasks performed per milestone by the number of the planned tasks for the samemilestone
by a given employee to calculate the task slippage rate.

Fig. 7. The task slippage coefficient

5 Discussion and Classification of Indicators in the Proposed Model

5.1 The Classification of the Indicators in the Model

Once the sociological indicators were designed and formulated formeasuring the robust-
ness of a BCP, the process of their classification within the BCP robustness assessment
grid explained in Sect. 2 was started.

The grid counts 3 layers namely physical layout, internal management and external
satisfaction, and 4 axes namely operation, commitment, support and policy. As a result of
this topology the evaluation grid counts 12 intersection points known as “classification
patches”.

These classification patches are the spots on which the sociological indicators are
placed as shown by Fig. 8. Below. For example, the axis “Operation” holds the indicator
representing the capacity of the pediatric ward “Csp” in between the physical layout



and the internal management layers. Whereas the relative staff attendance rate “Trpp” is
held by the commitment axis and located in between the internal management and the
external satisfaction layers. To this, the following representation is written:

• Csp = OPL-IM = (Physical layout, Internal management) Operation
• Trpp = OIM-ES = (Internal management, External satisfaction) Commitment

Following the same approach, all of the indicators and the classification patches
could be assigned and represented.

Fig. 8. The classification of the sociological robustness indicators in the assessment grid

5.2 Discussion of the Previous Findings

These indicators once calculated make the qualification of the robustness of the BCP
feasible on the four different axes. Since these indicators are basically ratios between 0
and 1, an estimation of “how robust the pillar is” on a certain axis in a given zone can be
easily made and thus this helps to adapt the business continuity strategy. So that it would
be possible to “evaluate" or "qualify" the main factors of the BCP, the indicators assess
these elements’ quality. It is a measure of the “state” of a certain element, basically
the four axes in the evaluation grid. The grading of organizational aspects represents
an assessment of the impact that these factors have, either directly or indirectly, on the
BCP, which are given by the three layers on the grid. This would also lead to think of
an assessment tool for this evaluation grid itself in order to maintain its efficiency and
guarantee a continuous self-improvement modality such as in [24].



Not to forget that the assessment tool suggestedby this paper is completely extensible.
For instance, it consists simply of 4 axes, 3 layers and thus 12 classification patches as
explained previously but if other sub-factors to its design basis could be considered, these
axes and layers would be increased and thus multiply the number of the classification
patches and accordingly the indicators to design and to place. For example, the risk
assessment and mapping framework suggested in [25], offers an extensible substance
database that includes information on the structural and physicochemical properties
of chemicals in order to define hazardous substances found in plant units. To identify
chemicals, data such as name, chemical number are employed. The property definition
framework is used to specify the physicochemical properties of substances. However,
a property estimating framework is used to estimate ‘missing property’ data. By doing
such; implementing an “estimating” framework for the missing data, other ‘missing
subfactors’ to the BCPs and its robustness could be identified and thus an extension
could be made to this paper’s proposal which is a fully extensible assessment grid based
on the qualifying factors within the business continuity literature.

Additionally, the case study presented in this paper demonstrates only one usage
of the grid with the instantiation of calculated indicators in a real-life situation such as
the COVID-19 pandemic. One way to refine the explained methodology and generalize
it could be: (i) build an ontological framework for the BC, (ii) use it to generate some
survey-based generic robustness indicators that could be used for different types of orga-
nizations and disaster scenarios, (iii) extract a part of the generated indicators following
the organization’s type and the considered crisis, and (iv) calculate the indicators based
on the use case’s data. Indeed, using a reasoner and an ontology could semantically
generalize item features, improving the effectiveness of the decision tree constructed
in [26]. The same could be done to generalize a set of indicators and, as a result, the
potential threats they represent [27].

In the next section, the conclusion, other limitations to this work are discussed. The
future works are consequently proposed and explained. Finally, an auto-evaluation of
the paper’s contribution is provided to conclude this work.

6 Conclusion

This research work proposes an assessment grid for the robustness of BCP and tests this
proposal using sociological indicators designed following a societal data collection and
interpretation approach. Whereas the proposal was tested considering one case study
and its societal data, several other types of data can be used as well which will lead to
other robustness indicators. In fact, not only societal data can be used and sociological
indicators to assess the robustness of a BCP but rather other types of data (financial,
technical, etc.) that we don’t discuss in this paper.

Another limitation of this work and thus an improvement future work possibility is
that the evaluation consists simply of 4 axes (operation, policy, commitment and sup-
port), 3 layers (physical layout, internal management and external satisfaction) and thus
12 classification patches but by considering the sub-factors of the robustness factors
themselves and/or the sub-pillars of the BCP pillars theses axes and layers could mas-
sively increase and thus the classification patches would be multiplied. This would make



it possible to assess the BCP robustness more precisely using more designed robustness
indicators of different types (technical, financial, social networks, etc.) and following
many subfactors.

At this point, this research work allows to evaluate the robustness of the BCPs based
only on sociological indicators but proposes on the other hand, from the literature, an
evaluation model valid for all types of indicators and which is particularly extensible
by following the same tracks of its design. This gives the possibility to three future
works: (a) the extension of the robustness evaluation grid of BCPs, (b) its verification
using different types of data and therefore indicators such as technical, social networks,
financial and so forth and (c) its application on a second use-case of a different nature.
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